ALL BPWA SHOWS ARE ELIGIBLE FOR KENTUCKY WALKING HORSE BREEDERS’ INCENTIVE FUND PROGRAM

CLASS
1. Open Trail Obstacle
2. Showmanship
3. Lead Line
4. SSH Model
5. AOT Trail Pleasure
6. 11 & Under Equitation (No Jacket Required)
7. Weanlings At Halter
8. Youth All Day Pleasure – Novice Rider – (3/8” x ¾”)
9. Model (Flat Shod or Performance)
10. AOT Country Pleasure
11. SSH Juvenile Trail Pleasure
12. Yearlings At Halter (Colts)
13. Youth Country Pleasure
14. Lite Shod Pleasure (Optional Tack)
15. Youth All Day Pleasure – (3/8” x ¾”)
16. SSH Traditional Trail Pleasure
17. 11 & Under On Flat Shod Walking
18. Four Year Old & Under Trail Pleasure (Optional Tack)
   (15 Minute Break)

CLASS
19. Yearlings At Halter (Fillies)
20. Open Pleasure Walking – (3/8” x ¾”)
21. Trail Pleasure (English)
22. Four Year Old & Under Lite Shod (Optional Tack)
23. Amateur Country Pleasure
24. SSH Lite Shod
25. Youth Trail Pleasure (Optional Tack)
26. SSH Country Pleasure (No Headshake)
27. All Day Pleasure – 18 & Over – (3/8” x ¾”)
28. Youth Lite Shod Pleasure (Optional Tack)
29. SSH Trail Pleasure
30. Open Classic Park Pleasure (Optional Tack)
31. Trail Pleasure (Western)
32. Amateur Equitation 2 Gait
33. Youth Classic Park Pleasure (Optional Tack)
34. Four Year Old & Under Country Pleasure
35. SSH Four Year Old & Under Trail Pleasure
36. Open Flat Shod - Canter-(Optional Tack)

Novice Class: Entries are restricted to horses/riders who have not won three first place ribbons at any IWHA affiliated show as of the closing date of entries fee that competition.

ENTRY FEES: Class 3 - $0 All Other Classes - $25

A $10 Day Card is required of persons who are not members of the BPWHA.

JACKPOT SYSTEM: $10 of each entry fee goes into the jackpot for that class.

PREMIUMS: Class 3 - $1 plus ribbon

All Other Classes- 50/30/20 percent of the jackpot for that class plus ribbons for 4th and 5th place.

Classes with one entry will receive 100% of jackpot for that class.

Classes with two entries will split the jackpot 60/40.

SHOW MANAGER
PO Box 37
Berea, KY 40403-0037
bpwha@outlook.com

AFFILIATIONS
IWHA
SSHAK

ANNOUNCEMENTS MADE THE DAY OF THE SHOW TAKE PRECEDENCE OVER ANY OTHER INFORMATION

PERSONS ON FEDERAL OR HIO SUSPENSION MAY NOT TRANSPORT HORSES TO THIS SHOW AND MAY PARTICIPATE AS A SPECTATOR ONLY
NEGATIVE Coggins plus current Health certificates are required on all horses
THE BPWHA RECOMMENDS THE USE OF HELMETS FOR YOUR PROTECTION

NO REFUNDS